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If you go down to the Woods today………
Sadlers Wells Wood Pond Project

Anyone going around the new part of Sadlers Wells Wood since Monday 4th April cannot have failed to
notice our new pond. This has been planned by Dave with Ralph from Cheshire Wildlife Trust for some
months now, waiting for the contractor to do the digging.
Currently it looks very raw and new, which is, of
course not surprising! But do keep watching
and I am sure you will be amazed how very fast
it blends into the wood again.
This was built at no cost to Sadlers Wells Wood,
indeed we will be paid £700 once the project is
completed to host the pond. It was built with a
levy on new development in environmentally
sensitive places where, for example a wetland
area is being built on, and is designed as a
habitat for newts, specifically great crested
newts which, although quite common around
here, are rare worldwide and a protected
species.

We do not know if the pond will remain in
water all year round, though it has been dug
deeply so we hope that it will, but newts do not
require water all year round and the tadpoles
would only need water from about March to
July, as other times of year a damp or muddy
area is quite sufficient to allow the newts to live
happily, and occasional drying-out is quite a
good thing as it will ensure the pond stays fishfree

Newts need a fish-free pond as most fish will eat the newt eggs and tadpoles so PLEASE DO NOT
INTRODUCE ANY FISH into our new pond.
We will be fencing round the pond to keep dogs out, both to protect the newts and to keep the dogs
cleaner! However we need to wait for the ground to settle a little before we can do this, so apologies if
the area is more muddy than usual whilst this settles down.
The spoil from the pond area has been spread evenly over the access path taken by the digger from the
field, which we cleared of trees a few months ago in preparation and the plan is to establish a small
hazel coppice and wildflower section in this area. The pond needs to have some sunlight to prevent it
from becoming stagnant, so the path to the field will be kept low, with no tall trees so that sunlight can
reach the pond. The spoil is quite clay-rich, which also bodes well for the pond retaining water well.

Katherine Hutchinson

More on Newts
Although these little animals are really quite common around here, indeed I get at least as many great
crested newts as common newts in my garden (you can most easily tell the difference as the great
crested newts have a very bright orange belly if you turn them over in your hand- they then often keep
entirely still for you to look at them), they are a protected species.
They are common in this area due to the large number of ponds which were dug in previous centuries
by farmers wanting marl to spread on their fields. Marl is an alkaline clay/carbonate mixture which was
used to reduce acidity of the soil when transport of lime was excessively difficult. Now however marl is
not generally extracted and the old ponds are gradually filling in; either naturally as does occur in a pond
life-cycle or of course with diggers if the land is required either for agriculture or development, so the
number of ponds is slowly reducing.
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Moving Trees February 2022
Trees can be very moving, but don’t often actually move themselves! However, on a Saturday Andy
Fairclough and Stephen & Katherine Hutchinson dug up seven 4 to 5 foot trees from the field which is
planned for development close to Darkie Meadow.

On the following Tuesday Bob Harris and Stephen & Katherine Hutchinson planted them again in the old
wooded area of Sadlers Wells Wood; an area where we have had a few tree losses due to the recent
storms.

This was all the result of a phone call over Christmas when Brian Blake mentioned there were many local
oak saplings in the field, which is very near the Wood as the crow flies, and thus may well have a similar
genetic make-up to the existing trees. This makes them preferable to other commercially available
saplings, as well as being available for hard work rather than money.
The move was a great success, with places for six of them found in the old wood and one in the new
wood where several ash trees have had to be felled. Now we just have to hope that they are happy and
grow well in their new homes. You might spot the trees, which all have a green-and-yellow stripped tag
so that we can find them again, as you are walking round.
We are still planning a larger working party a bit later in the spring, but needed to finish the tree move
fairly urgently while the trees are still dormant.

Katherine Hutchinson

BENCH IMPROVEMENT
Since the bench has been repositioned there has been some concern that the ground around the seating
legs was eroding and this might lead to destabilisation of the bench. Also, the ground under where you
place your feet is on an awkwardly steep angle and so a decision was made to rectify the problem. Using
150 x 50mm treated timber I made a frame which I attached to the front of the bench, notching the side
timbers over the concrete pads. Setting the frame level I then pegged and fixed the corners. Using eight
20kg bags of hardcore I then filled the frame to level the area

Derek Burrows

Keeping the Wood Safe
The main expenses for our wood come from trying to make sure it is safe for people to enjoy. Trees can
be very dangerous if they fall as they are so heavy and so they tend to fall quickly and unpredictably.

After some of our winter storms we were quite lucky with one tree. A larch near the Sadlers Wells Road
entrance was due to be reduced to a trunk as it had been identified as rotten internally in a survey last
year and we were waiting for the tree surgeon to do the work. In fact, the whole of the branch structure
fell off at the top of the rotten area and so it reduced itself to a trunk at no cost to us.
At the other end of the wood we were less lucky and a tree we had previously reduced to a trunk fell
over as its roots had rotted and landed on another, causing that to topple, landing on a third tree which
did not fall and caused the second tree to get “hung up”, rather precariously held by a small branch. We
requested an urgent Tree Protection Order assessment with photographs and were given permission to
bring the leaning tree down.
When the tree surgeon came we found that the small branch was cracking away from its trunk so we
were very glad they were able to fell the tree as both the public footpath and the main thoroughfare
through the wood were within easy range of the tree if had it fallen.
This all serves as a timely reminder that mature
woods with some over-mature trees can never be
entirely safe as there is always a risk that some
could fall. Clearly this does not tend to happen
without a specific precipitating cause and this is
usually a strong wind catching the upper branches
and putting stresses on the trunk or a large limb of
the tree.

This is exactly why we have notices warning people not to go into the woods when it is unusually windy.
Please do take heed as we can only ever deal with a tree which has been identified as dangerous, and
then only after a period of time to allow the tree surgeon to come and investigate the problem.

The photo on the left shows the dead top of a
fallen tree illustrating how the bark has been
stripped by insect-eating birds and providing a
wonderful habitat of “standing dead wood”
which all woods need for good biodiversity. The
insects and fungi that live in the fairly dry
standing dead wood are different from the ones
which live in deadwood on the forest floor and
trying to maintain some of each is one of our
aims as trustees of the wood.
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Website
Our website is now up to date so please do take a look at

www.sadlerswellswood.org.uk
In particular there are more photos in the “Gallery” section. If anyone has any other
photographs taken in the Wood or indeed any other photos or articles that are relevant to the
Wood, I would be delighted to hear from you.

Dave Clapperton

Privacy and Data Protection
Full details of our Privacy and Data Protection Policy appear on our website.
The only information which we hold is contact details (name, address, telephone and e-mail)
and details of donations and subscriptions paid. We will not sell or share this information with
any third party and it will be used only for sending out copies of our Newsletters, subscription
reminders and occasional notices of functions and requests for assistance such as work parties.
If you wish your name to be removed from our contact list, please let us know in writing –
details as below

Friends of the Wood
The annual subscription remains a minimum of £5.00 per person and the 2022/23 subscription became
due on 1st April. The Wood produces no income itself and we therefore have to raise all the money
needed to pay for insurance, maintenance, etc. Your subscriptions are therefore very valuable to us,
not only in themselves but also because they show a commitment from the local community.
If you have not yet paid for this year and wish to continue to subscribe then please complete the
subscription form on the following page.
If you are paying by cash or cheque then please return the form and subscription to
Dave Clapperton, Bob Harris or any of the other Contacts whose details are given above.
Cheques should be made payable to
Sadlers Wells Community Woodland CIO
If you wish to pay by direct debit or electronic transfer (BACS) then please set this up using
the following details; HSBC Bank plc
Account name; Sadlers Wells Community Woodland CIO
Account number; 01317202
Sort code; 40-44-03
For the payment reference, please insert your surname to help us identify incoming payments
Please also return the completed subscription form to me, Dave Clapperton, preferably by email.

Subscription Form 2022 - 2023
Name(s);
Phone number:
Email;
Address;
Amount (min. £5 per person); £
I wish to pay by
Cheque;

Cash;

Standing Order;

Electronic Transfer;

Cheques should be made payable to

Sadlers Wells Community Woodland CIO

If you are a taxpayer and are willing for us to claim gift aid on your
Subscription then please tick the box.

I/we confirm our consent to you holding our contact details on
your list of Members of Friends of the Wood until further notice.

Signed;

Date;

